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Shabbat Bereshit פ' בראשית  שבת 
Sat.  25 - 6 Oct. 2018 - 27th of Tishrei, 5780 - 923 כ״ז בתשרי תש״פIssue Number  

Baal Koreh Yom Shabbat Kodesh  Rabbi Asher Sebbag  (Page-2). 

Mufteer & Haftarah Mr David Gigi (Page -1130). 

Mevarchin Hahodesh מברכין החודש 

Rosh Hodesh MarHeshvan on Tue. & Wed. ראש חודש מרחשון ביום שלישי ורביעי. 

Shir Hashirim, Mincha, Kabalat Shabbat & Arbit. 17:15 

Shabbat Candles. 17:29 

Shabbat Shahrit - Followed by Kiddush. (Shema 9:22). 08:30 

Daf Hayomi with Rabbi Asher Sebbag Shlit”a.   16:50 

Mincha Shabbat -. (Sunset - 17:46). 17:15 

Arbit Motzei Shabbat. 18:36 

Shahrit Weekday - (Sunday - 7:30). 6:30 

Mincha & Arbit. 16:15 

Daf Hayomi with Rabbi Asher Sebbag Shlit”a. 16:45 

Next Friday: Shir Hashirim, Mincha, Kabalat Shabbat & Arbit. 16:00 

Next Friday: Candles.  Shabbat. Noah 16:18 

Bereishit 5780 (Genesis 1:1-6:8) 

Oct 24, 2019  |  by Rabbi Kalman Packouz 

GOOD MORNING!  How old is the 

universe? 13.8 billion years or 6,000 

years? Did Creation take place in 6 

twenty-four hour days or were they 

longer? This week I bring to you a 

fascinating approach from a 

fascinating man. Daniel Friedmann 

holds a master's degree in engineering 

physics and is the Chairman of Carbon 

Engineering, a company dedicated to 

removing co2 from the air to solve 

climate change and ex-CEO of the 

Canadian company that made the 

robotic arm for the Space Shuttle. He 

lays out his research in his book, The 

Biblical Clock. 

Why did Mr. Friedmann start 

investigating the connection between 

the Torah's story of Creation and the 

scientific timeline? The Talmudic 

sages teach that "God looked into the 

Torah and created the world" 

(Midrash Rabbah on Gen. 1:2). Mr. 

Friedmann concluded that if the Torah 

is the blueprint of the universe, then 

the Torah account of creation and 

scientific account of the age of the 

Universe must coincide. 

About 700 years ago Rabbi Isaac 

of Akko made the assertion that time - 

https://www.aish.com/authors/48865372.html
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while God was creating and man had 

not yet appeared - was different than 

time as we keep today. Mr. 

Friedmann, based on this insight and 

on classical sources, aligns the dates 

of key events as described in Genesis 

1 and 2 with those derived from 

scientific theory and observation. 

How? One Creation Day = 1,000 x 

365.25 x 7,000 = 2.56 billion years. 

The factor of 1,000 comes 

directly from Psalm 90:4: "For a 

thousand years in Your sight are as a 

day" - where we learn that one day for 

God equals 1,000 human years. 

The 365.25 number is simply a 

conversion from days to years (being 

the number of days in a year). The 

factor of 7,000 relates to cosmic 

cycles. The Talmud, (Sanhedrin 97a), 

which was redacted approximately 

1,500 years ago states, "The world 

will exist for six thousand years and in 

the seven-thousandth year, it will be 

destroyed." Various Kabbalistic 

works, dating back to the first century, 

write that there are 7 cosmic cycles of 

7000 thousand years (analogous to the 

sabbatical cycles). The factor of 7000 

relates to these cycles. (This would 

explain the finding of ancient fossils 

of the dinosaurs). 

The Torah provides a detailed 

timeline of the creation events. 

Genesis describes the timeline for the 

formation of the universe and the 

appearance of life on Earth. Each 

event is provided in sequence with a 

time of occurrence. For example, we 

are told that the sun was completed at 

the end of Day 4, that life first 

appeared in the oceans at the 

beginning of Day 5, and that the 

animals were made in Day 6; careful 

examination of the Genesis text 

reveals about 20 separate creation 

events. Much of the information in 

Genesis is further detailed in the Oral 

Torah to reveal a more accurate 

timeline of events. 

The Talmud (Sanhedrin 38b) 

provides the detailed account of Day 

6, hour-by-hour: "The day consisted 

of twelve hours. In the first hour, his 

(Adam's) dust was gathered... in the 

fifth, he arose and stood on his feet; in 

the sixth, he gave (the animals) their 

names; in the seventh, Eve became his 

mate; in the eighth, they ascended to 

bed as two and descended as four (i.e., 

Cain and Abel are born); in the ninth 

he entered the Garden of Eden and he 

was commanded not to eat of the tree; 

in the tenth, he sinned; in the eleventh, 

he was tried; and in the twelfth, he was 

expelled (from Eden)..." 

Mr. Friedmann then calculates 

that the Age of the universe from the 

start of Day 1 to today: exactly 13.74 

billion years, coinciding with the 

latest scientific measurements. 

Beginnings of life: from first 

thing on Day 5 ("let the waters teem" 

Gen. 1:20) to today corresponds to 

3.52 billion years which is in 

agreement with the scientific time for 

"universal ancestor" - the single cell. 
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Plant life (on the land): from 

hours 6 to 9 on Day 6 until today 

("God planted a garden ... and there 

He placed the man... And God caused 

to sprout from the ground every tree" 

Gen. 2:8, 9) corresponds to 426-106 

million years ago which he reports is 

in agreement with the fossil record. 

The Author of the Torah is one 

and the same as the Creator of the 

Universe. Therefore, there cannot be a 

contradiction between Torah and 

science. The Biblical Clock is 

available at Amazon.com. 

 

Bereishis, Genesis 1:1 - 6:8 

The Five Books of Moses begins 

with the Six Days of Creation, the 

Shabbat, the story of the Garden of 

Eden -- the first transgression, 

consequences and expulsion; Cain & 

Abel, the ten generations to Noah, the 

Almighty sees the wickedness of man 

in that generation and decrees to "blot 

out man" (i.e. the flood). 

One of the most profound verses 

in the whole Torah is "And God 

created man in His own Image." Since 

God does not have a physical being, 

this means that we are endowed with 

free-will, morality, reason and the 

ability to emulate God Who bestows 

kindness. Also, if we really appreciate 

that we are created in the image of 

God, we realize that we have intrinsic 

worth. Therefore, there is no need to 

be depressed wondering if you have 

intrinsic worth! 

* * * 

Dvar Torah 

from Twerski on Chumash by Rabbi 

Abraham J. Twerski, M.D. 

The Torah states: 

"In the beginning of God's creating the 

heavens and the earth (Gen. 1:1) ... 

God blessed the seventh day and 

sanctified it because on it He 

abstained from all His work which 

God created to make (Gen. 2:3). 

These two verses encompass all 

of Creation. The opening three words 

end in the Hebrew 

letters taf, aleph, mem which 

comprise "emet" (truth), and the 

closing three words end 

in aleph, mem, taf which spells 

"emet." Reb Simcha Bunim of 

P'shis'che cites the Talmudic 

statement, "The seal of God is emet" 

and comments, "It is customary for an 

author to place his name in the 

opening of his book. God placed His 

Name, emet, in the opening chapter of 

the Torah. Emet thus envelops all of 

creation, a testimony to God as the 

Creator." 

Divrei Shaul notes that all traits 

can be a matter of degree. There can 

be greater beauty and lesser beauty, 

greater wisdom and lesser wisdom, 

greater strength and lesser strength. 

Only one trait cannot be more or less: 

truth. Something is either true or it is 

not true. 

http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.judaicaenterprises.com/Product.asp?dept=&Product=bk-mes-toch
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God is identified with truth. Just 

as truth can never be altered, because 

altered truth is no longer truth, there 

can be no change in God (Malachi 

2:6). 

The Talmud says that emet is 

broad-based, consisting of the first 

letter of the alphabet, aleph, the 

middle letter, mem, and the last 

letter, taf (Shabbos 55a). Truth, 

therefore, has stability and durability. 

Falsehood, on the other hand is the 

Hebrew word sheker, consisting of 

three letters near the end of the 

alphabet. Sheker is top-heavy and 

cannot endure. 

To the extent that a person lives 

with truth is the extent one identifies 

with God. Any falsehood distances a 

person from God. 

 

 

 
 

Seuda Shelishi: presented by Abraham Peretz in memory of his late 

father Yossef Ben Abraham  ז"ל. 

Security Alert: Please be very vigilant when you leave the 

Synagouge. Do not stand in groups and chat, go home without gathering 

on the main road. Be safe and alert. 

Stone-setting: on Sunday 27th October at 10:30 at Hoop Lane, Stone-

setting for the late Osmond Isaac Ezekiel (Asher ben Yitzchak Chaim). 

Kolel every Sunday: We are still having a Kolel every Sunday at the 

Synagogue hall from 09.30am - 12.00pm. Everyone is welcome. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

All truth goes through three stages: First, it is ridiculed. 

Then, it is violently opposed. Finally, it is accepted as self-evident. 

http://www.aish.com/tp/

